Introduction to Simulation Model

LITIX™ Basic+ TLD2252-2EP

About this document

Scope and purpose

This document outlines LITIX™ Basic+ TLD2252-2EP main features by means of its digital twin, referred as simulation model, in typical application setups aiming to be an easy, time efficient and cost reduction solution for exploring device capabilities and integration in complex applications.

Information covered in this document does not substitute datasheet content and shall be regarded as complementary to it. For a more precise description of the device and its features, please consult the latest datasheet.

Intended audience

This application note along with the simulation model itself offers an interactive solution targeted for anybody who aims to explore the functionality and “what if” scenarios for TLD2252-2EP device.
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1 LITIX™ Basic+ TLD2252-2EP

The LITIX™ Basic+ TLD2252-2EP is a dual channel high-side driver IC with integrated output stages. It is designed to control LEDs with a current up to 120 mA. In typical automotive applications the device is capable of driving 3 red LEDs per chain (total 6 LEDs) with a total current of 100 mA and even above, if not limited by the overall system thermal properties. Practically, the output current is controlled by an external resistor or reference source, independently from load and supply voltage changes.

The available online circuits are listed below:

- 12V Automotive LED Driver IC TLD2252-2EP LITIX™ Basic+ Application circuit Dimming via PWMI with STOP/TAIL function
- 12V Automotive LED Driver IC TLD2252-2EP LITIX™ Basic+ Short circuit fault management

[Click here to open the circuits.]
The setup shows a typical application where OUT1 is controlled in PWM mode by tail signal. The PWM engine is programmed with a frequency of 250 Hz and a duty cycle of 10%. When a stop signal is present, PWM is deactivated forcing both channels to work with 100% duty cycle, delivering maximum output current in the LEDs.

Figure 1  Test setup  [click to open]
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Figure 2  Simulation results
3 Short circuit fault management

The setup shows the double-fault management with D-pin connected to external capacitor. A short circuit event is applied on both OUT1 and OUT2 at 1 ms and 1.05 ms respectively. The fault signal is removed at 3 ms and 2.5 ms respectively.

Figure 3  Test setup [click to open]
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Figure 4  Simulation results
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IMPORTANT NOTICE
The information contained in this application note is given as a hint for the implementation of the product only and shall in no event be regarded as a description or warranty of a certain functionality, condition or quality of the product. Before implementation of the product, the recipient of this application note must verify any function and other technical information given herein in the real application. Infineon Technologies hereby disclaims any and all warranties and liabilities of any kind (including without limitation warranties of non-infringement of intellectual property rights of any third party) with respect to any and all information given in this application note.

The data contained in this document is exclusively intended for technically trained staff. It is the responsibility of customer's technical departments to evaluate the suitability of the product for the intended application and the completeness of the product information given in this document with respect to such application.

For further information on the product, technology, delivery terms and conditions and prices please contact your nearest Infineon Technologies office (www.infineon.com).

WARNINGS
Due to technical requirements products may contain dangerous substances. For information on the types in question please contact your nearest Infineon Technologies office.

Except as otherwise explicitly approved by Infineon Technologies in a written document signed by authorized representatives of Infineon Technologies, Infineon Technologies’ products may not be used in any applications where a failure of the product or any consequences of the use thereof can reasonably be expected to result in personal injury.